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ABSTRACT
made by many people between
distinction
This paper argues that the
vocabulary breadth and vocabulary depth is an unfortunate one. Although
the dichotomy is appealing it forcesus to look at vocabulary development in
an unhelpful way. Depth of vocabulary knowledge can only be assessedby
meansof more and more detailed testsand the logistics of testing implies that
this work canbe done only with fewer and fewer words.The paper arguesthat
vocabulary size and vocabulary organisation is a much more productive way
of looking at vocabularies. It outlines some of our work on vocabulary
organisation, and reports some preliminary results with a tool designed to
assessthe way core vocabulariesare organised in L2 speakers.

Introduction
Recent work on vocabulary acquisition has tended to make a broad distinction between vocabulary breadth and vocabulary depth. Vocabulary
breadth has generally been interpreted as the number of words that leamers
know whereas vocabulary depth is generally taken to mean how well they
know these words. Most of the research in this framework goes back to a
seminal article by Richards published in 1976, though the ideas have been
picked up and developed by other writers since that time (e.g. Nation 1,990,
Nation200'/-,, afTrampe 1983; Blum-Kulka L981; Madden 1980, McNeill 1996,
and others). Ridrards' paper identifies a number of different aspects of word
knowledge and the most important of these are summarised in Figure L.
.
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Xnowing i word means knowing dre degree of probability of encountering a word in
speech or print. For many words we also larow the sort of words most likely tobe
found associated with the word.
Knowing a word implies lcrowing dre limitations imposed on the trseof the word
according to variationsof function and situation.
Knowing a word means }crowing the syntactic behaviour associatedwith a word.
Knowing a word snfails lcrowledge of dre underlying form of the word and the
derivatives that can be made from it.
Knowing a word entails knowledgeof the networkof associations behreen the word
and the other words in the language.
Knowing aword means lcrowingthe semanticvalueof word.
Knowing a word means lcrowingmanyof the different meanings associatedwith the
word. (P 83).

Figure 1. Aspects of word knowledge from Richards (1976)
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A number of people have tried to develop formal tests which measure
depth of vocabulary knowledge in theseterms. Wescheand Paribakht (1995)
for instance developed a rating scale approactr, in which test-takers are
invited to rate their knowledge of target words on a five point scale,
generatingdefinitions for the target words or sentencescontaining the target
words to confirm their self-ratings where appropriate. Although VKS was
initially developed as a way of measuring specific gains in vocabulary as a
result of reading it has often beentaken asa more generaltest for measuring
depth of vocabulary knowledge. A further example of this approach is
Schmitt and Meara (1997).This paper developed an instrument which
assessedtest-takers' ability to generate derivative forms of target words,
attempting to show that this ability was independent of vocabularybreadth.
Other examples of vocabulary depth tests, which adopt the same general
approach include Schmitt (1994)and Read (1995).
This work clearly takes the idea of 'knowing a word' some way further
than the measuresof vocabulary breadth whidr are orrrently available. These
latter measurestend to be relatively superficial: Meara's Yes/No tests, for
example (Meara and Milton 2003)simply ask test-takersto say whether th"y
can recognisethat a word exists or not, and Nation's Vocabulary Levels Test
(Nation 2001;Sdrmitt, Schmitt and Clapham 2001)requirestest-takersmerely
to match words to simple definitions. The depth tests, in contrast, require
test-takersto show that their knowledge of the target words is not limited to
superficial knowledge of this sort.
It seemsto us, however, that this enterprise is fundamentally doomed.
The problem is that testing vocabulary depth in this way requires us to carryr
out extensivetesting of individual words, and this makesit all but impossible
to design experiments which can tell us very much about the larger
characteristicsof whole vocabularies- a classicexample of not being able to
seethe wood for looking at the trees. The logic of testing vocabulary depth
using the vocabulary knowledge framework implies that we need to test
very many words in ever-increasingdetail, and this very quickly leads us
into serious logistical problems which constrain the types of hypotheses
that we can test. Suppose,for example, that we take Richards' list at face
value, and suppose that we want to test how well a group of L2 speakers
knows a list of 50 target words. To carry out this work, we would need to
develop a set of perhaps a dozen subtests for each of the words we are
interested in - at least one subtest for each feature in the framework. If we
want to test 50 words in this way, then this implies that we would need a
minimum of 500test items before we can make even basic statementsabout
a student's depth of vocabulary knowledge for these words. And this in
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turn assumesthat we could develop a single test item able to assessdepth of
knowledge in a meaningful way. On purely logistic grounds, a test battery
of this size is completely infeasible: in practical terms, it would be very
difficult indeed to get large groups of learners to take a 500item test. In any
case/it is highly unlikely that we could develop single test items that would
reliably accessa learner's depth of knowledge for target words - it is very
difficult to think of anyway of testing how well a leamer knows the syntactic
behaviour of a word using a single test item, for instance- and this implies
that we would actually need severaltest items for eachof the facetslisted in
Figure l. A 'solution which involved even more test items would result in
even larger and even less feasible tests, this in turn implies that we must
reduce dramatically the number of target words we test.Suppose,then, that
we reduce our hypothetical list of target words to L0 items, and suppose
that we develop a set of 20 sub-testsfor each word. Even a minimal list of
this sort would still require a battery of 200 subtests,and the nature of the
material would probably require each subtest to be separately developed
and validated. This does not feel like an attractive proposition to us.
Furthermore, even if a testing program of this sort could be developed and
deployed/ we would still be left with the far from negligible problem of how
we can generalisefrom our L0 target words to the rest of the vocabulary.
Put in its simplest terms, therL the prevailing approach to depth of
vocabulary knowledge requires us to develop more and more finely tuned
tests for fewer and fewer words. We do not think that this is a productive
way to Bo, and our own thinking has led us in a rather different direction.
Most people would agreethat the recent growth in vocabulary researchhas
largely been driven by the development of simple tests for vocabulary
breadth - though for reasonswhich will becomeclear later, we prefer to call
it vocabulary size. Typically in a test of this sort we give the test takers a
large number of words and evaluate whether they'know' these words or
noL At first sight, this work looks as though we are primarily concerned
with single words, but actually things are more complicated than this. If the
target words are well-choserLthen we can extrapolatefrom the target words
to an estimate of the test-taker's overall vocabulary size,and most tests of
vocabulary breadth do just this. Thus, although we are ostensibly testing
individual wordt what really interests us is using this data to generate a
description of the test takers' overall vocabulary size. Vocabulary size is
not a feature of individual words: rather it is a characteristicof the test taker's
entire vocabulary.This is a subtle shift of focus but an important one, and it
has considerable implications for the way we approach measures of
vocabulary depth.
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We believe that the attempts made by researcherssuch as Wescheand
Paribakht, and Schmitt focus in too much detail on knowledge of individual
words, and neglect the larger picture. We believe that a better approach to
vocabularydevelopmentwould be to look at featureswhich are characteristic
of a leamer's whole lexicon, rather than feafures which are characteristic
only of single words. Ideally what we would like is a characteristicwhich
scalesin much the sameway asvocabulary sizemeasuresscale.Vocabulary
size is a good measure,with highly desirable measurementcharacteristics:
vocabulary sizemeasuresstart atzero, and they have a wide range,typically
several thousand, and this means that they are very easy to work with, and
'depth'
very easy to interpret. Ideally we would like to develop a
characteristicwith similar features.
An alternative to breadth and depth
Our current view is that depth of vocabulary knowledge is rather more than
the sum of the learners' knowledge of the individual words in their
vocabulary. Knowledge of individual words contributes to depth of
knowledge, but the really interesting feature of vocabulariesis the way that
the individual words that make them up interact with each other. These
interactions are what distinguish between a mere vocabulary list and a
vocabulary network. The basic idea one that has been widely taken uP by
writers on vocabulary acquisition,e.gAitdrison (L987)and McCarthy (1990),
is that words in a vocabulary form somekind of linked network. Aitchison,
for example, refers to a lexicon as'a gigantic multi-dimensional cobweb'
(p72), while McCarthy talks in very similar terms. Although these authors
do not develop these metaphors in any detaif we believe that we can
approach the question of vocabulary depth by characterisingthe properties
of this network rather than by focussing on the properties of its separate
components.The difference between this view of vocabulary depth and the
more traditional view is summarised in Figure 2.
The left hand diagram in Figure 2 illustrates the way vocabulary breadth
and vocabulary depth are currently conceptualised.Eachword is shown as
a bar. Words with more 'depth' are shown as longer bars, while words with
less'depth' are shown asshorter bars.Essentially,this is a list model. Adding
new words (increasingbreadth) has no implications for the other words in
the list, and there is no intrinsic link between breadth and depth.
The right hand diagram shows a more compler; network metaphor. In
this model, 'breadth', or size, corresponds to the number of nodes in the
network. The seconddimension of this feature is the number of connections
betweenthe nodes.For this model, adding a new node (increasing'breadth')
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Vocabulary sizeand organisation

Figure2.Two ways of looking at a vocabulary
does have implications for the rest of the network, depending on how the
new node is linked to the existing ones.Adding new links (increasing'depth )
also has implications for the rest of the network.
The two metaphors are fundamentally different, and lead us to ask very
different questions about the way'breadth' and'depth', or in our terms,
size and organisatioru interact. Basically,we think that the breadth/depth
opposition is an unfortunate one, that leads in unhelpful directions. We
believe that it makes more senseto talk about size and structure or size and
organisation instead.
Our own researchhas been based on the idea that L2 lexicons are not as
highly structured asthe lexicons of Ll, speakers.This seemslike an intuitively
plausible place to starh everyone agreesthat L1 lexicons are highly developed
and comPlex, while L2 lexicons are less well developed. In terms of our
model, this should mean that L2lexicons are smaller than LL lexicont and
that the organisational links between the words that make up the L2lexicon
should be simpler than what we find in LL lexicons.
The obvious way to investigate these ideas is to use word association
data. hr experimentsof this sort, we gpveL}speakersa seriesof single wordt
and we ask them to report the first L2 word that comesinto their heads.We
can then assumethat the reported associationsare linked in much the same
way as the nodes in Figure 2 are linked. We might expect native speaker
networks developed in this way to be denser and more highly organised
than similar networks generated by L2 speakers,and this would suggest
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that the complexif of the connectionsbetween words correspondsin some
way to vocabulary'depth'. Words which show a complex array of
connections will tend to be more deeply known than words which are linked
more tenuously to other words. This deceptively simple idea tums out to be
much harder to work with than you would expect. Word associations
generated by L2 speakersare quite different from those produced by L1
speakers(cf. Riegel and Ziviart 1972),but the differences are very hard to
pin down reliably in small scale experiments. This is largely becauseL2
speakersseem to produce a much wider rdnge of associationsthan L1
speakersdo, but it is alsodifficult to disentanglethe effectsof L1 interference
in L2 word associationtasks.
Most word associationresearchrelies on a methodology which requires
test-takersto produce associations,and this tends to generatedata which is
particularly varied, and particularly difficult to work with. Flowever, Wilks
and Meara (2002)developed a sophisticatedpassiveassociationrecognition
technique which allowed them to estimate the mean number of associational
links between small setsof words. Their data showed that there were clear
differencesbetweennative speakersand L2 speakersin this regard. In their
approactr,test-takerswere provided with small setsof words and asked to
decide whether any two words in each set were associatedtogether. Not
surprisingly, L1,speakerswere more likely to find a link than L2 speakers
were. Wilks and Meara computed the probability of a link being found for
these sets, and then used a complex modelling method to estimate the
complexif of the connectionsin their subjects'lexicons.
The work we report in the next section of this paper is basically a
development of Wilks and Meara's methodology.
V_Links
The testing tools that we describein this section are a preliminary attempt
to develop a measure of lexical organisation for English. The test is known
as V-Links, and its current version is version 2.00.The test consistsof a set
of 20 items. Each item consists of a selection of 10 words. The words all
come from the first 1000words in English. The test items were developed
from a larger number of randomly selectedword setsso that eadr set contains
a number of obvious and some less obvious associationalpairs. The testtakers are presented with eachof these20 items on a computer screen,and
for each item they are given one minute to identify any associationpairs
that they can find. Th"y do this by clicking on the words in the display. Each
pair is confirmed when the test takers indicate how strong the associationis
by clicking on a four point scale at the bottom of the display. The display
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Figure3. Screenshot from V_Links
then draws a link between the two members of the pair, with the strength of
the display shown by differencesin the line colour. (SeeFigure 3).
We have trialled this basic idea in a several different formats and the
current version of our test works reasonablvwell. This version has a number
of interesting features.
Firstly, it testsa large number of words in a relatively short spaceof time.
Each of our 20 items contains 10 target words, so the whole test features a
total of 200words - one in five of the basic 1000word core vocabulary.This
figure is much larger than anything that could be attempted using an
approach like VK9 and we think it gives us much greater insight into the
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In spite of this' the
way a vocabulary is organised than a smaller test could'
test takes only 30 minutes to administer'
in practice' the
Secondly,eachitem has a possible45 linked pairs, though
this' Native speakers
actual number of pairs identified is much smaller than
pairs for each
typically identify half a dozen word pairs as associational
us a total of 120
item. Multiplying this uP across all twenty items gives
seemsto be large
providing us with a scaleranging from 0-120.This range
and leamers'
er,o.rgh to clearly distinguish between native speakers
whidr lie in the
words
of
Thirdly, the fact that the test makes use only
test in its current
first thousand frequency band for English means that the
varies over a
form can be used with test takers whose level of English
is not suitable for
considerable range of proficiency. obviously, the test
but it can be used
absolute beginners who have a very limited vocabulary,
learners, and the
with intermed,iatelevel learners,as well as advanced level
sensitive enough
data we have collected so far suggeststhat the test may be
to discriminate clearly between thesecases'
which we still
There are, of course, a number of outstanding problems
work with the test
need to address,and theseform the object of our current
L2 test takers
our
format. The most important of these problems is that
never selectedby
persistently identify as associatesword pairs which are
caseswould
these
that
native speaker test takers. We had originally hoped
aPPearsnot to be
be few, and that we would be able to ignore them, but this
to build uP a
been
the case. Our current approach to this problem has
ild to accept
databaseof the resPonsesproduced by a grouP of LL speakers'
- i'e' at least
set
this
as valid urry r"rpor,se which aPPearsmore than once in
This is not
two native ,p"uk", respondents have made this association'
arise
which
entirely satisfactory, asit fails to take account ofL}associations
used as trade
as a result of specific tocal conditions English loan-words
in principle'
but
names in japan are a particular problem in this context
casessuch as
the methodology could be adapted to take account of special
automatically'
test
these.Using u i"rpo.rse databaseallows us to score the
and to provide instant feedbackto test-takers'
In our earlier
The secondproblem is the question of associationstrength'
associatedpairq
versions of V-fints, we asked test-takers to identify uty
the associationwas'
but did not ask them to say how strong or how obvious
produced data
This made the task easy for the test-takers,but it sometimes
would claim
which was difficult to interpret. Sometest-takers,for example'
on the grounds
there was an associationbetweena pair like COW and SNAIL,
the grounds that
that both were animals, or between LOOK and WRITE on
test-takers have to
both were verbs. In our current version of V-Links,
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indicate how strong they think each of their associationsis, and we hope
that this will allow us to weed out some of the more unsatisfactory
associationsin a principled way. Most people, for example, think that the
associationbetween DOG and CAT is stronger than the associationbetween
COW and SNAIL, and most people think that WRITE - PEN is a stronger
associationthan WRITE - LOOK. Howeveq, this approach has thrown up
other problems which we have not yet solved, notably a tendenry for some
test takers to claim that most associationsare strong, while others appear to
be very reluctant to use only the lower end of our four-point scale.
The third problem that we are still working on is the question of timing.
Ideally, we would like to have a measureof vocabulary organisation which
is independent of other factors, such as speed of word recognition and
fluency. For this reason, some of our earlier versions of V_Links did not
impose any time limit on the test-takers,and used an open-ended format
instead. This worked well with some speakers,but others seemedto take a
perversedelight in exploring all the possiblecombinations of words in each
set,and finding obscurelinks between them. We have reintroduced a timer
into the cunent version" with the time allowed for eadr test item being amply
sufficient for test takers to identify the most obvious associations.It is possible
that this makes the test harder for students whose reading speed is poor,
but we do not think so.A more important factor seemsto be how fluent testtakers are in using a mouse, and we think that this problem will disappear
as more and more people are accustomedto this mode of working with a
computer.
Does V_Links work?
The format we have described in this paper is the latest in a long seriesof
trial versions whidr we have been working on for some time. V_Links clearly
discriminates between native speakersand non-native speakers.In a large
scaletrial involving t47 Ll,-lapemeselearners of English, the test showed a
significant difference between theselearners and a control group of native
speakers,with the L2-speakersscoring about half the mean scorefor native
speakers(t = 3.25,p < .01). We expect that our current version of V_Links
will perform even better than this early trial version.
Data from the same group of subjectsalso suggeststhat there is only a
very modest level of corelation between scores on the V_Links test and
scoreson a test of overall vocabulary size (r < 0.3), and this is exactly what
we would expectif lexical organisation and size are more-or-lessindependent
features of L2lexicons. Clearly, further work on this is needed and we will
be carrying out more studies of this sort when we have finalised the current
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version of V-Links.
Further work with V_Links
In the earlier sections of this paper, we argued that the size/organisation
approach to L2 vocabularies was potentially more productive than the
breadth/depth approach. In this section, we will explore this idea in more
detail.
The size/organisation approach to vocabulary development is part of a
multi-dimensional approach to L2 vocabularies that was first outlined in
Meara (1996).Meara argued that both size and organisation were important
characteristicswhich impacted on lexical behaviour. We have had reliable
testsfor measuring vocabulary size for sometime. If we are right in thinking
that V-Links is an effective way of assessinglexical organisation, then we
now have testsfor measuring thesetwo basic dimensions in place, and this
allows us to start asking some really interesting questions about the
relationship between vocabulary size and vocabulary organisation. The basic
question we can ask is whether organisation and size are correlated - i.e.
whether the core vocabulary (the most frequent 1000words) of a large lexicon
is more structured than the same words are when they are part of a small
lexicon. As we have seen,our preliminary results suggestthat there is not a
straightforward correlation between vocabulary size and vocabulary
organisation. The question that then arisesis just what is the relationship?
Is it completely random or is it a complex non-Iinear relationship? The €urswer
to this question is by no means obvious. There are, however, a number of
plausible ways in which size and organisation might be related in a nonlinear fashion.
One possibility is that people with similar sized vocabulariesmight differ
in respectof how organised they are, i.e. we might find learnerswith similar
vocabulary sizes,but very different degreesof organisation in their lexicons.
If this turned out to be the case,then we might begin to ask how the different
learner types identified by the dimensional approach differ in their language
behaviour. We might expect learners with large, but weakly organised
lexicons to behave differently from learners with similarly sized, but better
organisedlexicons- perhapsthey would be lessgood at text comprehensior9
for example, or less good at understanding extended spoken input.
Another possibility is that lexical organisation may be an insignificant
factor as long as the lexicons in question are below a critical size threshold,
but that organisation becomesincreasingly important once this critical size
is reached. For example, it might be the case that small lexicons show a
wide disparity in organisation, while large lexicons are always highly
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organised. This idea in turn suggests that there might be a number of
thresholdsof this sort, and this would imply a complex relationship between
size and organisation. Perhapsunstructured, or loosely strucfured lexicons
can only grow to a limit and cannot grow beyond this limit until they have
restructured themselves.This would imply that lexiconsmight have growth
phasesand consolidation phases.We cannot think of any empirical work
which supports this suggestion. However, it does fit well with some
anecdotal accounts of vocabulary acquisition in L2 leamers implying that
learners feel their vocabulary reaches a sort of plateau from which it is
difficult to make further progress.
V-Links should allow us to investigate these questions by carrying out
detailed longitudinal studies designed to work out how vocabulary size
and vocabulary organisation are related over time. Work of this sort would
also indicate how far different leamers follow the same trajectory in the
spacedefined by our twin dimensions. At the moment, we have very little
idea how much learners vary in the way their vocabularies are organised,
and almost no idea how lexical organisation might facilitate further lexical
growth, or how it might impact on other aspectsof language performance.
However, we expect to find considerable individual differences between
learners in this respect, and if this tums out to be the case,then tests like
V-Links will play an increasingly important role in vocabulary research.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have described our current thinking abut lexical
organisatiory and shown how measuresof vocabulary organisation offer a
more interesting approach to the question of vocabulary development than
the idea of 'vocabulary depth' does.We have described the current version
of our tool, V-Links, and some of the preliminary investigations we have
carried out using this tool. V-Links still has a way to go before it is fully
functional, but we hope that this brief description of our current work will
convince readers that the type of approach embodied in V_Links has the
potential to open up some seriously interesting avenues in vocabulary
research.
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